Overview &
Vision
The total pendency of cases across India is 3.45 crores of
which 94,68,478/- are civil and the rest are criminal cases. In
Tamil Nadu and Pondicherry alone, the split up is slightly
different in that we have more civil cases pending than
criminal. There are 6,84,542 civil cases and 5,23,301
criminal cases out of the total figure of 12,07,843. Cases
which are pending more than 3 years is over 28%. There are
many cases which require no forensic skills of judicially
trained personnel for resolving them. It is common
knowledge that people spend enormous money and time for
fighting litigations. Conflicts are inevitable in all inter
relationships. We will do ourselves great service if we design
mechanisms to resolve disputes through alternative methods
that have gained currency throughout the world.
The work which will start at the Panchayat level at Kalapet
will slowly proliferate from one village panchayat/
commune to the other till the whole district and later, the
whole state is covered under the scheme. Together, it is
possible to make a Conflict/ litigation free Pondicherry.
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The Civil Procedure Code enacts through Section 89 five
alternative modes of which the most potent are Lok Adalat
(People's court) and mediation. There are sufficiently skilled
people who have been trained in the art of mediation but
beyond some small scale of references to them through courts,
there is very little private initiative to institutionalise mediation
as main stream approach for dispute resolution. Resolving
conflicts outside the court room is nothing new and we have
done it for centuries. The Village Panchayat System of settling
disputes through elders have however degenerated to persons
with political power with deep-seated caste/class proclivities
wresting control over such village-based panchayat system of
dispute resolution. The attempt shall be to reinvent a new
system that will identify socially conscious good individuals
who are representatives of all sections of people free from
biases on caste, creed, religion, sex and region.

1 The UT Legal Services Authority established under the Legal Service
Authority Act will be the nodal authority through which the whole basket of
services will be unbundled. The endeavour shall be to set up different
groups for different types of disputes. Religious leaders who have nonsectarian, broad approaches and persons with leaderships qualities from
the community will be drawn to establish committees who will absorb all
social tension and provide a sanctuary for the community with problems to
arrive and obtain harmony through meaningful dialogues and benign
interventions.
The District Courts and all the Subordinate Courts will supply information
regarding the cases pending between parties and the parties will be
approached on a proactive mode to utilise the services of mediation
committees to resolve the disputes. The police machinery will be
incentivised to approach the mediation committees whenever there is a
threat to law and order, identify potential areas of disharmony and engage
the parties in conflict situations through continual dialogues for restoration
of peace. The lawyers of Pondicherry, trained mediators and also, a
significant student population of Pondicherry will join the bandwagon to
make this machinery work to perfection.

2 THE STARTING POINT
We will begin at the grass root level at Village Panchayat/Commune. We
will set up a committee of good people, enlist the support of District legal
services authority operating under the supervision of District Court to
draft mediators who are trained in the art of mediation to be available on
continuous basis to take up disputes which are pending in courts and
disputes which may arise in future, besides administering training to local
people in the art of mediation. The Pondicherry Law College at Kalapet
will help us set up the necessary infrastructures to hold sittings for
mediation, duty counsel to undertake visits to Central Prison to provide
legal aid, set up Community Centre drawn from several power groups,
social service organisations and NGOs and generally do every activity
necessary to engage in peace parleys wherever and whenever areas of
conflicts are identified either among individuals or groups of individuals or
any member of public against public authorities. The community
mediation centre will address all issues of public nuisance, environmental
degradation, neighbourhood disputes, caste conflicts, religious discords
and hate speeches.

